Auditory mismatch negativity and P3a in response to duration and frequency changes in the early stages of psychosis.
A shorter duration of untreated psychosis in patients with schizophrenia results in better symptomatic and functional outcomes. Therefore, identifying biological markers in the early stages of psychosis is an important step toward early detection and intervention. Mismatch negativity (MMN) and P3a are leading candidate biomarkers. MMN measures differ in their sensitivity to varying deviants. However, this has not been fully addressed in assessing the early stages of psychosis. In the current study, we examined MMN/P3a to duration deviant (dMMN/dP3a) and frequency deviant (fMMN/fP3a) in the early stages of psychosis. To our knowledge, this is the first study that examined both MMN/P3a to duration deviant (dMMN/dP3a) and frequency deviant (fMMN/fP3a) in the early stages of psychosis. Participants consisted of 20 patients with first episode schizophrenia (FES), 21 ultra-high risk (UHR) individuals, and 22 healthy controls (HC). We measured dMMN/dP3a and fMMN/fP3a ERP components by means of a 64 electrodes-cap for EEG recording, and we used two-tone auditory oddball paradigms with 2000 stimuli. The amplitude of dMMN was significantly reduced in FES and UHR compared to HC. The amplitude of fMMN showed no significant difference among the three groups. The amplitudes of dP3a and fP3a were significantly reduced in FES and UHR compared to HC. These findings suggest that dMMN may have higher sensitivity than fMMN whereas dP3a and fP3a may have similar sensitivity in the early stages of psychosis.